Analysis of genomes, transcriptomes, and proteomes reveals the existence of hundreds to thousands of translated, yet non-annotated short open reading frames (small ORFs or smORFs). The discovery of smORFs, and their protein products, smORF-encoded polypeptides (SEPs), reveals a fundamental gap in our knowledge of protein-coding genes. Different studies have identified central roles for smORFs in metabolism, apoptosis, and development. The discovery of these bioactive SEPs emphasizes the functional potential of this unexplored class of biomolecules. Here, we provide an overview of this emerging field and highlight the opportunities for chemical biology to answer fundamental questions about these novel genes. Such studies will provide new insights into the protein-coding potential of genomes and identify functional genes with roles in biology and disease.
Introduction
Peptides and small proteins are an important class of molecules with essential roles in biology [1] [2] [3] . For instance, the discovery and use of the peptide hormone insulin to treat diabetes is one of the great accomplishments of 20 th century research 4, 5 . The body contains a myriad of other endogenous peptides and small proteins that regulate sleep (orexins) 6, 7 , stress (CRF) 8 , metabolism (leptin) 9 , and more 2 . Furthermore, molecules that activate or inhibit receptors for these hormones [10] [11] [12] [13] or control the levels of endogenous hormones 14, 15 have successfully been translated into novel therapeutics.
Peptides are typically defined as greater than two but fewer than 50 amino acids (aa), while any peptide larger than 50 aa is considered a protein, and Eukaryotes have a median protein length of 361 aa. Until recently, most known peptides and small proteins were known to arise from the processing of longer precursors (see below). However, in genomes there exist hundreds of thousands to millions of short Open Reading Frames of less than 100 codons, potentially able to be translated into peptides and small proteins. The name smORF (for small ORF) was introduced to identify those short ORFs of less than 100 codons that are actually translated 16 , and here we use the term smORF-encoded polypeptide (SEP) to mean a protein product of less than 100 aa arising from a smORF. We will focus on SEPs identified as bioactive using the same criteria that were used for peptide hormones: activity in biochemical, cellular, or physiological experiments. In cells or in vivo, we are primarily interested in loss of function experiments, which indicate biological relevance.
The search for new bioactive peptides and small proteins has led to the discovery of hundreds to thousands of previously non-annotated smORFs in genomes from various kingdoms (animals, plants, bacteria) [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The remarkable finding of so many translated smORFs indicate that functional smORF-encoding genes comprise at least 5-10% of genomes. And some of these smORFs have already been shown to have fundamental biological activities mediated by the encoded peptides [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Undoubtedly, many more smORFs producing bioactive SEPs are bound to be identified. Classical bioactive peptides, neuropeptides and peptide hormones, and SEPs differ in specific ways (Fig. 1a) . Classical bioactive peptides are produced from proteolysis of longer polypeptides called prepropeptides (Fig. 1a) . For example, the 29-amino acid glucagon peptide is generated by proteolysis of preproglucagon, which is 180aa long 33 . The additional sequence in the prepropeptide contains a signal sequence that directs these peptides through the secretory pathway, where they undergo proteolysis, before eventual release from the cell.
Bioactive SEPs, on the other hand, are produced directly from ribosomal translation of smORFs (Fig. 1a) , not from proteolysis of a precursor longer than 100aa. This does not exclude that some SEPs might be post-translationally modified and act upon neighbouring cells 30, 34 , but their initial translation as short products poses significant challenges for the detection of SEPs and the identification of their encoding smORFs, as we will see below. These difficulties have precluded the systematic characterisation of smORFs and SEPs and stimulated the ongoing development of a field focused on their study.
At a deeper level, smORFs challenge our current understanding of the coding and information content of genomes. Genes were conceptually defined by genetics as units of function and inheritance 35 . Next, molecular genetics established that the genetic information is encoded in DNA, then expressed into peptides and proteins via RNA. Genome sequencing allowed the physical characterization of genomes and completed the re-definition of proteincoding genes as DNA sequences containing Open Reading Frames (ORFs) potentially translatable into proteins. And today, we understand that other genes produce functional non-coding RNAs, such as microRNAs and long-non-coding-RNAs.
Thus, genome annotations have indicated gene numbers, that although initially surprising, are not out of kilter with estimates from genetics: tens of thousands of genes in animal genomes, potentially encoding up to 100,000 protein variants in humans and other mammals (Ensembl, August 2015). However, these annotations have excluded millions of short ORFs found in the genomic DNA 18, 22, 26 . Do genomes contain millions, or more, genes? If not, how do we identify which smORFs are functional genes, actually producing bioactive peptides?
With such a large set of putative smORFs and SEPs, chemical biology is bound to have a significant role in such identification, and in ascertaining the molecular biology of the newly identified SEPs.
Preliminary Evidence for the existence of smORFs
During the assignment of protein-coding status to ORFs, several parameters are included to reduce false positives 18, 22 . These parameters include the requirement for an ATG start codon, a minimum length of a 100 codons for the ORF, and the prediction of a single ORF per transcript 22, 36, 37 . The choice of a 100 codons cut-off was made to distinguish bona fide protein-coding ORFs from the numerous 38 random in-frame arrangements of start and stop codons in genomes 18, 21, 22 . Due to this criteria, a histogram analysis of the number of ORFs versus ORF length has a predictable cliff at 100 codons 18 . Computational and experimental analysis of genomes that remove of this length criteria indicate that there are many more potential protein-coding ORFs, many of which are smORFs 17, 18, 22, 25, 26, [38] [39] [40] .
Empirical data in support of smORFs emerged from early studies into protein translation. Some mRNAs contain multiple open reading frames, with a short ORF present in the 5′-UTR of a much longer downstream ORF. These short ORFs were named upstream ORFs or uORFs [41] [42] [43] [44] . Intially, uORFs were not considered to be protein-coding, but were thought to be cis-acting elements that mediate ribosomal scanning to regulate the translation of longer downstream ORFs 45, 46 . The deletion of uORFs resulted in increased translation of longer downstream ORFs 46 to support this hypothesis (Fig. 1c) . More recent studies have revealed that at least some uORFs are translated (i.e. they are smORFs) and translation is necessary to regulate downstream ORF expression.
Several mechanisms of uORF regulation of downstream translation are suspected 45 . Thousands of uORFs are translated in mouse stem cells 47 and in flies 17 . The translation of the uORFs causes the ribosomes to slow down 48 (Fig. 1c) . The net effect is decreased translation of the downstream ORF. Extensive work has demonstrated a cis-regulatory function for the uORFs in the yeast gene GCN4. Translation of the uORFs facilitates the translation of the GNC4 gene, but this role does not require the uORF peptides 49 . In this case the process of making the polypeptide (i.e. translation) is important and the peptide products do not appear to participate in the regulation.
There is some evidence that in some cases the uORF peptide sequence is important. The mRNA for the mammalian gene Chop, for example, contains a 31-codon uORF that reduces CHOP protein translation under basal conditions 44 . Mutations to uORF that change its amino acid sequence no longer inhibit CHOP translation and this dependence on the uORF amino acid sequence demonstrate not only that this uORF is also being translated 44 , but also that the uORF peptide itself is involved in the regulation of CHOP. The hypothesis is that the nascent 31-amino acid uORF peptide interacts with the peptide exit tunnel on the ribosome to pause or disassociate the ribosome from the mRNA, and perturbations to this sequence inhibit this function. Other mechanisms for uORF regulation of downstream genes has also been reported, including uORF peptide inhibition of translation 50 .
uORFs are prevalent. A recent analysis of mouse and human genomes revealed that nearly 50% of all genes contain uORFs in their 5′-UTRs 46 , and deletion of these uORFs amplified downstream ORF translation. This data supports a general function for uORFs as cis-acting translational regulators of downstream ORFs. While uORFs provided early evidence of smORF translation, real interest in discovering how many smORFs are in the genome emerged after the discovery of smORFs with functions outside of translation regulation. The discovery of a 36-bp smORF that encodes an 11-amino acid peptide that controls fly development [refs. 28, 29] indicated that smORFs influence fundamental biology, and catalyzed the development of new strategies to discover smORFs in various genomes.
Systematic smORF and SEP discovery
Knowing how many smORFs and SEPs are present in the genome and proteome, respectively, is of fundamental interest. There have been several approaches taken to systematically annotate smORFs and SEPs in the genome. These methods have all led to the identification of additional smORFs and SEPs.
Computational methods
The computational annotation of smORFs has been challenging because it is difficult to distinguish smORFs from chance in-frame start and stop codons. Moreover, some smORFs 24 , and ORFs in general 47 , have been reported to use non-ATG start codons, which makes these assignments even more difficult. Nevertheless, several reports have attempted to computationally annotate smORFs 17, 18, [20] [21] [22] 25, 26, [38] [39] [40] . In mammals, new algorithms that removed the length dependence of ORFs and identified approximately 3000 candidate smORFs transcribed in mammalian genomes 18 . This study and others indicate that genomes may contain as many several thousand non-annotated smORFs.
In flies, a combination of short ORF prediction and conservation was used to identify novel smORFs 22 . Comparison of non-coding regions for conservation between Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila pseudoobscura identified many new smORFs of less than a 100 codons which had conserved sequences and in-frame start and stop codons in both species. These regions were then analyzed to ensure that the smORF RNAs are transcribed and that the nucleotide substitutions were indicative of translated proteins 51 . This led to the identification of at least 401 conserved smORFs, a 3% increase the coding potential of the fly genome. A less conservative estimate suggests that the upper limit might be closer to ~4,500 smORF-coding genes, which highlights the potential biology mediated by smORFs. This library of potential smORFs was used to subsequently identify the conserved sarcolamban peptides (see below). More generally, this approach provides a reliable outline for approaching smORF discovery. A similar approach has been recently applied in other animals, leading to the identification of 800 conserved putative smORFs in humans 40 .
Proteomics methods
Proteomics enables the detection of the translation product to reveal protein-coding smORFs. In a typical proteomics experiment, mass spectrometry data is searched against a database of annotated genes to identify proteins 52 . Many translated smORFs are not annotated and, therefore, a different strategy was required. An early example of this utilized RefSeq mRNAs that were translated in all six possible reading frames (3 forward and 3 reverse to account for antisense RNAs) to generate a list of all possible proteins encoded by the RefSeq database 23 . Analysis of proteomics data using this database identified several new ORFs, including four ORFs under 150 codons. One of these four ORFs contained less than a 100 codons and was a smORF 23 .
Modern sequencing methods offer a way to improve this approach by creating proteomics databases from RNA-Seq data, which presumably includes all of possible protein-producing RNAs. This field is commonly referred to as proteogenomics to indicate the integration of two different types of -omics datasets 53, 54 . For example, many additional SEPs were identified in K562 cells by creating a custom proteomics database from RNA-Seq 24 .
In this approach, the proteome is enriched to isolate lower molecular weight peptides and small proteins 24 prior to proteomics analysis. The proteomics data is then searched against the RNA-Seq-derived custom proteomics database (Fig. 2a) . Annotated proteins from this search are removed, and the remaining non-annotated proteins are manually curated to validate that the proteins are indeed SEPs. This analysis revealed 86 novel human smORFs 24 , the largest number reported at the time.
The potential for the number of human coding sORFs was expanded through an approach that predicted alternate open reading frames (AltORFs) in the human genome 26 , and then used these predicted AltORFs to generate a protein database for subsequent analysis 25 . The average putative AltORF protein is 57 amino acids long versus 344 for the reference database, indicating that most missed ORFs are smORFs. Analysis of human cell lines, lung, ovary, CSF, urine, plasma, and serum revealed many new smORFs 25 .
Ribosomal profiling and other genomics methods
Application of ribosome profiling has provided an overview of the protein-coding potential of entire transcriptomes 17, 39 . These studies had several key findings regarding global protein translation. This includes the prodigious use of non-ATG initiation codons, as well as the identification of polycistronic genes, uORFs, and overlapping ORFs. Moreover, the mouse studies observed changes in translation as cells undergo differentiation 47 , suggesting that uORFs serve a broad regulatory role in gene expression.
In flies, a modified ribosome profiling method called Poly-Ribo-Seq was used to experimentally identify smORFs in the fly genome 17 (Fig. 2b) . Poly-Ribo-Seq enriches polysomes, which are more likely to be actively translating RNA into protein. These experiments began by validating the method using the small polysome fraction enriched translated smORFs in the S2 fly cell line. This analysis identified a total of 228 smORFs, a four-fold increase from the validated proteome, and they used proteomics to identify 60 smORF products, 40 of which are novel 17 . Additional analysis of these data identified hundreds of additional smORFs within putative long non-coding RNAs and in 5′-UTRs (uORFs). In total, this approach led to the confident assignment of ~700 smORFs in Drosophila.
The overall lesson of these works is that polycistronic arrangements in animals are common, such as translation can occur at multiple uORFs and initiation codons 17, 39, 47 , and that there are likely many putative long-non-coding RNAs which are actually protein-coding 17, 39 . In synthesis, that the protein coding landscape is complex and dynamic.
Ribosome profiling can be combined with proteomics to identify smORFs and validate their expression 17, 39, 55 . Ribosome profiling of cytomegalovirus (CMV) infected cells, for example, identified hundreds of new smORFs in the CMV genome 55 (Fig. 2c) . Proteomics was then used to detect SEPs generated from these smORFs to validate their translation. These studies revealed an highly dynamic virus proteome that utilizes temporal regulation of genes to enable the expression of hundreds of genes in a compact genome. Moreover, these studies led to the discovery of many new smORFs that can be studied for their role in viral replication.
Functional Validation Approaches
A variety of different experimental approaches for smORF and SEP validation at the genomic scale have also been performed. In E. coli, epitope tags were added to annotated as well as predicted smORFs to validate the production of SEPs 20 . These efforts identified 18 novel smORFs, and demonstrated that many of the SEPs are membrane associated. Subsequent work revealed that many of these SEPs are regulated by cell stress, such as heat shock, identifying these particular genes as a group of stress-response genes 56 . These studies highlight the existence bacterial smORFs controlled by changes in physiological conditions (i.e. glucose 57 and stress 56 ). Given that several SEPs with critical functions in bacteria have been identified these findings indicate that there is substantially more molecular and cell biology to be learned from these smORFs. More limited use of epitope tags has also been useful in animals to validate smORF translation and detect smORF peptides 17, 24, 41 , and although truly whole-genome tagging studies have not been carried out, an association with membranes has also been reported 17 .
Characterization of Functional smORFs
With methods in place to discover smORFs and SEPs in genomes, the next question is how to identify and characterize functional smORFs, i.e. those producing bioactive SEPs. Several functional smORFs were discovered serendipitously, but improved methods are leading to the identification and characterization of functional smORFs at a much higher rate.
smORFs that regulate growth and metabolism of unicellular organisms smORFs with biological activity have been discovered in bacteria 57 , yeast 21 , and human cells 58, 59 , and more. In E. coli, a smORF plays a central role in cell survival under conditions of glucose toxicity 57 . An RNA called SgrS, a 227-nucleotide RNA, is rapidly increased during glucose toxicity. SgrS RNA has two activities (Fig. 3) . First, the SgrS mRNA sequence enables it to hybridize to the ptsG mRNA, which encodes the primary E. coli glucose transporter, to inhibit translation of PtsG 57 . The reduction in PtsG protein results in the lower glucose flux. Second, SgrS mRNA conatins a smORF that produces an SEP called SgrT, a 43-amino acid polypeptide. While SgrS inhibits ptsG translation, SgrT is an inhibitor of PtsG glucose transport activity, providing a two-pronged mechanism to efficiently inhibit glucose influx during times of glucose toxicity.
Yeast is the organism with the largest number of functionally characterized smORFs. A collection of 247 yeast deletion strains were used to study smORF function 21 . Some of these smORFs were known before this work while others were identified for the first time. By growing these deletion strains under different temperatures, carbon sources, and chemical agents the cellular functions of these smORFs were identified. The loss of some smORFs led to lethality or slow growth in haploid strains, and others were now temperature sensitive.
In addition, smORFs are important in other unicellular organisms as well. Indeed, 53% of all smORFs in Mycoplasma pneumonia are essential, while another 11% effect the fitness of the organism 60 . This experiment provides a genome-wide window into the role of smORFs. The characterization of these unicellular smORFs indicated that functional smORFs are not rare, which has helped drive continued interest in these genes.
smORFs that build and regulate animal bodies
A seminal example of the physiological function of smORFs comes from the discovery of a fly gene called tarsal-less 29 or polished rice 30 (tal/pri) (Fig. 4a) . Mutation of this gene resulted in flies having truncated limbs with a missing tarsus 29 . Analysis of this gene revealed the existence of a polycistronic gene with three smORFs that encode 11-amino acid SEPs and a fourth smORF that produces a 32-amino acid polypeptide. Heterologous expression of the 11-amino acid peptide can reverse the phenotype in tal/pri null flies to validate the polypeptide as the bioactive molecule. An investigation into how tal/pri regulates development revealed that this gene is a regulator of the transcription factor shavenbaby (SvB) degradation 61, 62 .
The tal/pri gene has homologs in other arthropods, suggesting that conservation could be a powerful tool in the discovery of new smORFs. Indeed, subsequent bioinformatic study of conserved short ORFs in flies 22 identified the sarcolamban gene, encoding two new functional smORFs. These newly discovered smORFs produce 28-and 29-amino acid peptides respectively, which are highly similar and adopt an alpha-helix stucture 32 . Null flies lacking both peptides had no overt morphological defects in their structures of their muscles, but did have a heart arrhythmia 32 (Fig. 4b) . The search for peptides with similar structure in other organisms revealed homology to the known 30-amino acid mammalian peptide sarcolipin, a peptide with roles in thermogenesis and muscle contraction in mice 63 , and phospholamban, a 52-amino acid paralog of sarcolipin 64, 65 . Because sarcolipin, phospholamban, and the smORF-encoded 28-and 29-amino acid fly polypeptides were shown to likely derive from a common precursor, the fly peptides were named sarcolambans. And like sarcolipin and phospholamban, sarcolambans bind and inhibit the sacroendoplasmic reticulum calcium ATPase (SERCA) 66 , which regulates calcium signaling and muscle contraction.
Furthermore, myoregulin is a newly discovered mouse homolog of sarcolipin and phospholamban 28 . Sarcolipin, phospholamban, and myoregulin have unique expression patterns, with myoregulin specifically expressed in skeletal muscle (Fig. 5a) . Modeling and functional assays demonstrated that myoregulin also interacts with SERCA. Loss of function studies revealed the importance of myoregulin in vivo, as mice lacking this SEP had increased endurance when compared to their WT counterparts 28 . These studies reveal new research avenues into the specific regulation of contraction in different muscles and muscle types, and may prove important in the future development of therapeutic approaches to muscle diseases or aging.
smORFs and the mitochondria
A screen in human cells for genes that protected against beta amyloid (Aβ)-mediated cell death led to the discovery of a smORF on mitochondrial 16S RNA that produces a SEP called humanin 59 . Humanin is a 24-amino acid peptide that is encoded by a 75-bp smORFs encoded in the mitochondrial 16s RNA. Expression of humanin protects cells from Abetamediated cell death and apoptosis in general. Subsequent work revealed that humanin operates through the inhibition of the pro-apoptotic BCL-2 protein BAX 58 , providing a mechanistic explanation for humanin activity.
A search for additional mitochondrial encoded smORFs led to the discovery of a novel 16-amino acid SEP with anti-diabetic activity. The peptide is named mitochondrial open reading frame of the 12S rRNA-c or MOTS-C 31 (Fig. 5b) . Bioinformatics analysis of a human 12s rRNA revealed a 51-bp smORF, MOTS-C, is conserved between 14 different mammalian species. MOTS-c RNA is transported out of the mitochondria where it is translated. Characterization of MOTS-C revealed that this SEP regulates cellular metabolism through changes in the methionine-folate cycle and an increase in AMPK 31 activity. AMPK activation is imperative in whole body metabolism 67 , which prompted in vivo metabolic studies with MOTS-c. Acute administration of MOTS-c (i.p.) reduced glucose levels, improved muscle insulin sensitivity, and prevented weight gain on a high-fat diet (Fig. 5b ). This biology supports continued studies to determine the therapeutic potential of MOTS-c 31 .
Another example is the identification of the smORF-encoding gene Boymaw, which is linked to an inherited form of schizophrenia 68 . Boymaw activity affects rRNA expression and protein translation, and is found at high levels in the post-mortem brains of people with neuropsychiatric diseases. Interestingly, the Boymaw peptide also localizes to mitochondria 68 , and in flies, both mitochondrial localisation and putative electron transport functions appeared as favoured amongst translated smORF peptides 17 . These highly interesting findings reveal the potential for SEPs to regulate mitochondrial-based physiology, and highlight smORFs as potential biologic therapeutic agents and targets.
Potential opportunities for chemical biology
Many important questions about smORFs and SEPs remain and chemical biology is poised to make significant contributions to our understanding of these atypical genes. smORFs and SEPs that are not homologous to known peptides and proteins must be characterized from scratch. smORF conservation can be an important sign that a gene is functional but if none of the homologs is characterized this only serves as an initial filter. General strategies for deciphering the molecular functions of SEPs are necessary for their characterization, especially in cases where it is not straightforward to screen. Chemical biology offers a plethora of methods for the molecular characterization of protein function, and these methods will be of tremendous value in characterizing smORFs and SEPs. Also, once bioactive SEPs are identified, chemical biology will enable the production of chemical matter that can be used to investigate these molecules in cells and tissues. For some smORFs and SEPs, these agents may eventually be of therapeutic value.
SEP screens
Screening has been used to identify activities for shorter isoforms of longer proteins, such as catalytic nulls of tRNA synthetases 69 . Along these lines, a potential use of synthetic SEPs is in a functional screen using cell lines or tissue cultures. SEP peptides could be added to the media, and their effect observed. A similar 'gain of function' screen was used in plants to validate smORF function, albeit using transgenes to induce peptide overexpression in vivo 19 . In this study, 800 smORFs were selected computationally, and some 200 overexpressed in the plant laboratory model Arabidopsis. Of these, near 50 produced morphological abnormalities in the resulting plants. However, knockdown experiments would be needed to verify the endogenous functions of SEPs and smORFs identified as potentially functional by these approaches.
SEP-Protein Interactions
To date, bioactive smORFs and SEPs that have been well characterized operate through protein-protein interactions (PPIs) 28, 32, 57, 61 (Table 1 ). The importance of PPIs in known SEP function means that the identification of SEP-protein interactions will be an expedient route to characterize the molecular functions of uncharacterized SEPs. Of course, there is no reason to believe that SEPs are limited to PPIs, they may interact with DNA, RNA or small molecules as well 70 , but current evidence points to a role in protein complexes.
For instance, a potential function for modulator of retroviral infection 2 (MRI-2), a 69-amino acid SEP was revealed through PPI studies 71 . MRI-2 was identified by proteomics and is a shorter isoform of the 156 amino acid MRI-1 gene 72 . MRI-1 was identified as a regulator of retroviral but its molecular mechanism was unknown. Therefore, the characterization of the MRI-2-SEP required the use of an unbiased strategy. Immunoprecipitation mass spectrometry experiments with MRI-2 revealed that this SEP interacts with Ku70 and Ku80, or the Ku heterodimer 73 (Table 1) .
Ku70 and Ku80 are the key proteins involved in a DNA repair process called nonhomologous end join repair (NHEJ), the predominant form of double strand-break repair in mammalian cells 74 . The interaction between MRI and Ku70 and Ku80 was validated in cells and the addition of MRI-2 to cellular extracts promoted NHEJ to indicate that the peptide interacts with the Ku heterodimer. The function of MRI-2 in cells remains to be determined, but the identification the MRI-2 binding partner provides an operative starting point for developing and testing hypothesis about SEP functions.
Chemical biologists have developed some effective methods for detection of protein-protein interactions in living cells, including transient interactions, which should be amenable to study SEP-protein interactions. One method that has successfully been developed for intracellular interactions is the proximity-labeling approach using the enzyme ascorbate peroxidase (APEX) and biotin phenol 75, 76 . In this approach, the gene of interest is tagged with APEX and the cells are then treated with hydrogen peroxide and biotin phenol. APEX oxidizes the biotin phenol to create a radical species that can covalently label nearby proteins, which results in these proteins being biotin labeled. These proteins can then be enriched and analyzed by mass spectrometry. This method has successfully been used to study protein complexes in the mitochondria, and using SEP-APEX fusions will help identify SEP-protein interactions (Fig. 6a) .
Furthermore, a number of suitable methods exist to validate interactions in cells. One of the newest techniques developed is called ReBIL, which is an inducible system that uses luciferase complementation to observe protein-protein interactions in living cells with superb signal-to-noise 77 . ReBIL has been successfully applied to several important biological questions, and such a system can be used to validate SEP-protein interactions in cells. Moreover, once an interaction has been determined, mutagenesis of the SEP sequence would enable the binding site to be rapidly mapped within the context of a living cell using ReBil. In aggregate, the use of chemical biology approaches to discover and validate SEPprotein interactions will greatly accelerate the functional characterization of these molecules.
SEP analogs and small-molecule SEP modulators
As more smORFs and SEPs are characterized, it will be interesting to see if the information gleaned from these studies will lead to the development of synthetic compounds that regulate biology. One avenue that has been taken with natural peptide hormones has been the development of non-natural peptides to develop clinical candidates. For example, Symlin is an analog of the peptide hormone of amylin, which inhibits glucose flux from the stomach to the bloodstream. When given before a meal Symlin reduces postprandial blood glucose levels 78 .
Based on the terrific physiological results obtained in mice with MOTS-c, this SEP might be used therapeutically. The therapeutic development of MOTS-c, or eventually other SEPs, will benefit from modifications of the structure to improve stability or pharmacokinetic properties. The use of unnatural amino acid analogs, for instance, has proven useful in obtaining peptide analogs that are active but proteolytically stable [79] [80] [81] . A terrific example uses peptide stapling to stabilize the HIV drug enfuvirtide and improve its pharmacokinetic properties 81 . Likewise, analogs of the insulinotropic peptide GLP-1 have been acylated, and this allows them to bind to albumin to have a longer half-life in vivo 82 . Similar strategies can be applied to SEPs such as MOTS-c, which can be readily synthesized (Fig. 6b) .
In some cases, the SEPs will need to enter cells to be functional. Chemical biologists have also developed different cell-penetrating strategies to carry protein cargo into cells 34, 83 . For example, supercharged versions of green fluorescent proteins, as well as naturally supercharged proteins, are able to transport a variety of protein cargo into cells and tissues 84, 85 . For SEPs that operate within mammalian cells conjugation of these molecules to supercharged proteins will enable them to be used as chemical agents for transport into cells (Fig. 6c) . SEPs might even be delivery agents that are similar to positively-charged cell-penetrating peptides 86 . This possibility has not been rigorously tested, although the tal/pri peptides have been reported to affect neighbouring cells 87 .
Also, SEPs might provide an ideal type of protein to develop protein-protein interaction inhibitors. A primary issue in developing small-molecule inhibitors of protein-protein interactions is the challenge of using a small molecule of limited size to inhibit a large and energetically favorable protein interaction. By contrast, SEPs, which are much smaller than average proteins, might be more susceptible to inhibition by small molecules. Indeed, a recent review by Arkin, Tang, and Wells divides protein-protein interactions into three categories: primary, secondary, and teritiary 88 .
Primary interactions use the primary sequence of a protein to bind to its target. These are the easiest to block with inhibitors since they involve the least surface area. Secondary and tertiary interactions utilize increasingly complex structures, with larger surface areas, at the protein interface and, therefore, are harder to block. Because of the short length of SEPs they are more likely to partake in primary and secondary interactions. Thus, SEP-protein interactions might reveal a group of protein interactions that are particularly rich in targets that can be inhibited by small-molecules. For SEPs that facilitate processes that are involved in disease, blocking these interactions with small molecules will provide novel therapeutic targets.
Conclusions
smORFs represent an under-explored group of genes, but the few examples that have been well characterized indicate that these molecules have important functions. Given the expertise of chemists as synthesizing and working with proteins and peptides, this field is ripe for chemical biology to make a lasting impact. In particular, methods in chemical biology are especially useful for the functional elucidation of SEPs. Furthermore, many SEPs can be synthesized to improve their physiological or cellular uptake properties to enable their use in cell culture and in vivo. Lastly, SEP-protein interactions might prove useful for targeting by small-molecules, which could be used as an alternative method to target these pathways. These studies will identify additional functional molecules and begin to answer broader questions such as the complexity of protein-coding genes in genomes. a) Combining RNA-Seq data with proteomics identifies novel human smORFs. The RNASeq data is assembled in to transcripts using Cufflinks and then 3-frame translated in silico to generate a searchable proteomics database that contains non-annotated transcripts. Because all possible RNA-produced proteins are included, non-annotated proteins including SEPs can be found. This approach identified 86 novel human smORFs in the 5′-UTR, 3′-UTR, the coding sequence (CDS), non-coding RNAs, and antisense RNAs. b) Polysomes contain strings of ribosomes attached to RNAs. While longer ORFs can have many ribosomes attached simultaneously, smORFs should only have a handful (2-6) ribosomes per RNA. The ribosomal profiling of these short polysomes (referred to as Poly-Ribo-Seq) successfully enriched smORF-containing RNAs and identified 236 smORFs, including 146 whose SEPs have not been identified by proteomics, due to either their lower level of translation (expressed as RPKM, ribosomal-protected reads per million per kilobase) or lower peptide stability. c) Ribosome sequencing (Ribo-Seq) of cytomegalovirus (CMV) infected human cells revealed many novel viral smORFs. Ribo-Seq is a way to measure ribosome occupancy on mRNA and is used as a surrogate to indicate protein translation. The addition of harringtonine and lactimidomycin (LTM) stall the ribosome on the translation initiation codon, which allows the start of an ORF to be defined. Using this approach led to the identification of many novel CMV ORFs, most of which were sORFs. Several of these were validated via proteomics. In bacteria, the cellular response to glucotoxicity includes a unique RNA that includes a smORF 57 . SgrS is an RNA that inhibits the translation of the glucose transporter ptsG mRNA through an antisense interaction. Also, a smORF present on the SgrS RNA produces an SEP called SgrT that inhibits glucose transport activity of the PtsG protein thereby inhibiting glucose uptake via two distinct mechanisms. a) smORF discovery was stimulated by the identification of the tarsal-less (tal) gene 29 , which is also known as polished rice (pri) 30 . The loss of tal/pri which leads to a truncated leg and a loss of the tarsus. Analysis of the tal gene revealed four homologous smORFs (ORF1A, 2A, 3A, and AA). The SEPs generated from these smORFs are as short as 11 amino acids and are conserved throughout evolution. b) Gene conservation led to the discovery of the smORF encoding sarcolamban 32 . The Sarcolamban regulates calcium flux by binding to the P60A SERCA ion channel. In the flies, loss of sarcolamban (KO) results in cardiac arrhythmia and overexpression (OX) leads to an increased heart rate to show a direct effect for these smORF in fly muscle function. 
